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The Antitrust Laws: Developments Impacting the Credit Team 
 
I. The Electronic Credit Department, E-mail, and Social Media 

 
A. Use of E-Mail Grows in the Credit Process 
 

1. E-mail has become a valuable tool, for the credit team, 
allowing to immediately and inexpensively negotiate 
with customers. 
 

2. The spread of e-mail has led to communication via 
laptops, smart phones, instant messaging and 
voicemail 
 

3. Gather credit information for credit evaluation 
 

4. Credit associations alert members of problem 
accounts 
 

5. Communicate with credit peers 
 

6. Communicate with customers, including sending files  
 

7. The dunning e-mail: e-mail collection efforts 
 

8. E-mail software that indicates that recipient opened e-
mail 

 
B. E-Mail Policy 

 
1. Companies Face Problems with their Retention 

 
a. E-mail retention has risks that the credit team 

should be aware of. What steps can the credit 
professional take to remain informed? What of 
antitrust issues with sharing customer 
information via e-mail with competitors? 

 
2. Retaining records can be costly, both in terms of 

litigation discovery costs and liability from 
unintended distribution 
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a. Parties (and even potential parties) have an 
obligation to retain records relevant to 
litigation 
 

3. The U.S. Department of Justice, the Federal Trade 
Commission, and states’ attorney generals have 
considerable authority to investigate and prosecute 
antitrust and trade regulation violations. They are 
authorized, in certain situations, to compel the 
production of company records (including electronic 
records) 
 

4. When documents have been unduly destroyed, the 
court determines if the destroying party had an 
obligation to maintain the records. The court must 
then determine whether the party acted with 
improper motives or intent in destroying the evidence 

 
5. The same goes for the mere suggestion of document 

destruction. A company should avoid, at all costs, words 
suggestive of illegal or surreptitious behavior (i.e. “delete after 
reading”) 

 
6. It is not always in a company’s best interest to retain every 

electronic document  
 

a. It is expensive to keep every e-mail, as number and size of 
messages sent by each employee continues to increase  

 
b. Electronic documents are not just found in e-mails; they 

can be found in instant messaging, voicemails, internal 
database symptoms, iPods, and other portable storage 
devices  

 
i. Copies of old voicemails are almost always never kept  

 
7. Potential Pitfalls of Electronic Communications 

 
a. Sensitive information can easily be sent to the person(s) 

 
i. A 2010 study by Robert Half International found that 

78% of executives admitted to accidentally sending 
the wrong message to someone or copying someone 
on an email they were not supposed to receive 
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b. Every employee should be cognizant of both the content 

and the recipients of their electronic communications 
 

8. Things to Avoid when Communicating Electronically 
 

a. Do not overstate significance of company’s position in 
the market (i.e. “dominant position,” “we’re going to 
corner the market”) 
 

b. Do not negatively describe the competitive activities of 
competitors or customers 
 

c. Do not suggest that a certain customer or class of 
customers is getting special treatment (i.e. “these terms 
are for you alone”) 
 

d. Do not suggest collusive conduct 
 
D. Technology and E-Mail Confidentiality  

 
1. Recent technological developments may provide greater 

protection for the credit professional from an errant confidential 
e-mail falling in the hands of a competitor, or otherwise keep the 
email in-house   

  
2. Archiving E-Mails 

 
a. If the vendor is embroiled in litigation it may make sense 

to retain the e-mail to avoid a negative suggestion 
 

E. Social Media 
 

1. Antirust and competition laws apply to all forms of business 
conduct and contact, no matter now “novel” they may be. Social 
media (Facebook, Linkedin, Twitter, blogs, etc.) certainly offers 
unique marketing options and creates some intriguing business 
opportunities for informal communications, but, at the same 
time, also heightens a company’s risk of committing antitrust or 
competition law violations. 

 
2. Just like email, social media use creates an audit trail, replete 

with documentation highlighting potential violations  of 
antitrust laws 
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a. If a credit team or sales team member shares pricing 

information with a competitor via social media, that 
member may have violated antitrust laws and left an 
audit trail to prove it 
 

b. While most antitrust allegations require the court to 
determine whether there has, in fact, been market-wide 
injury, agreements like horizontal price-fixing, or 
geographic customer allocation can be declared 
anticompetitive per se according to Sec. 1 of the Sherman 
Act. 

 
II. The Antitrust Laws and the Credit Department  
 

A. The Sherman Act of 1890 
 
  1. Prohibits any person from contracting, creating a combination of 

trusts or other conspiracy in the restraint of trade in interstate 
commerce or with foreign nations. That is to say, this statute 
covers any person who contracts, combines or conspires with 
another or others to monopolize trade or commerce 

 
2. Any person who conspires with another to  restrain trade may be 

guilty of a felony 
 

a. Agreements between competitors to fix credit terms is 
per se a violation of the Sherman Act 

 
b. Agreements by credit group members to establish prices 

or credit terms constitutes price fixing 
 

i. All of the following constitute price fixing: 
 

1) Holding prices or terms firm 
 

2) Adopting a standard formula for 
computing prices or terms 

 
3) Adhering to a minimum fee or price 

schedule 
 

ii. Hypothetical example: 
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1) Representatives from several competitors 
are out to dinner following a trade 
association meeting. One tells the others 
that a recent drop in price for Product X has 
really hurt his company. In the following 
months, prices for Product X begin to firm. 
These facts could likely lead a Judge to find 
the representatives and their companies 
guilty of price fixing. 

 
c. In industries where goods or services are acquired by 

soliciting competing bids, any agreement between 
competitors to secure a particular outcome (rather than 
let the bidding play out fairly) constitutes bid rigging 

 
i. Bid rigging takes a variety of forms, the most 

common of which include: 
 

1) Bid suppression 
 

2) Complementary bidding 
 

3) Bid rotation 
 

4) Subcontracting 
 

d. Agreements between competitors to allocate specific 
customers or geographic territories to one another 

 
i. Example: 

 
1) If  competitors are worried about the 

supply and demand for Product X in a 
particular region and discuss how much 
product each intends to distribute in the 
area, they could be found guilty of 
violating the Sherman Act 

 
e. Agreement to refuse to extend credit or black list 

customer 
 

i. Example: 
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1) Representatives from several competitors 
are talking over dinner and begin to 
complain about the special terms a 
particular customer extracts from its 
vendors. One rep tells the other that his 
company is no longer offer such terms to 
that customer. Soon, neither competitor is 
offering special terms to the customer, 
which could constitute an illegal refusal to 
deal 

  
f. Illegality of Group Boycotts 

 
i. Antitrust violations generally exist when vendors 

with market power boycott customers in order to 
discourage them from doing business with a 
competitor 

 
3. What Constitutes an Agreement? 

 
a. An agreement does not have to be a written agreement to 

violate the Sherman Act 
 

b. Any kind of mutual understanding, written or oral, that 
leaves one party with the notion  that a decision adopted by 
one will be adopted by another, can violate the Sherman Act 
 

c. Furthermore, circumstantial evidence can be enough to 
prove that an agreement violated U.S. Antitrust Law   

  
4. Combination and/or Conspiracy with Another or Others 
 

a. In determining when a combination or conspiracy exists 
the following factors are considered: 
 

i. All members or a combination must know of 
defendant’s purpose to restrain trade or set terms 

 
ii. At least two members of combination must 

benefit by the restraint of trade or setting of terms 
and share a common purpose in restraining trade 
or setting terms 
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iii. An agreement by two members of a combination 
must actually restrain trade or set terms 

 
 5. Enforcement of Penalties for Violation 

 
a. The Sherman Act is both a civil and a criminal statute and 

is  punishable by imprisonment and fines 
 

b. Violators can receive up to 10 years in prison and fines of 
up to $100 million for corporations and $1 million for 
individuals 

 
B. The Clayton Act 
 

1. In 1914 the Clayton Act was established to correct  the defects in 
the Sherman Act and promote competition through protection 
of small businesses 

 
a. Under the Clayton Act, it is unlawful to enter into: 

 
i. Leases or sales on condition that lessee or 

customer shall not use or deal in the commodities 
of a competitor of the lessor or vendor 

 
 ii. Exclusive dealing arrangements 
 
 iii. Tying arrangements 

 
C. Robinson-Patman Act of 1936 

 
1. Purpose 
 

a. Prevent a large customer from gaining discriminatory 
preferences over a small customer solely because of a 
large customer’s greater purchasing power 

 
b. Protect small vendors from discriminatory practices at the 

hands of manufacturers or suppliers favoring large 
customers 

 
c. Assure that all customers, regardless of size, would 

receive even-handed treatment from their vendors 
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d. Prevent discriminatory pricing between like classes of 
customers 

 
e. Credit terms are a part of pricing 

 
f. Discounts offered to one customer offered to all 

 
2. Has been applied mainly against small vendors who grant 

discounts to compete against larger vendors and against 
companies engaging in vigorous competition 

 
3. Applies only to sales of commodities of like grade and quality.   
 
4. The Act covers only tangible items or goods and not services.  

The following  are not commodities for the purposes of the 
Robinson-Patman Act: Real property; brokerage services; 
newspaper advertising; cable television; long distance and 
cellular telephone service 

 
a. Electricity, however, has been classified as a commodity 

by the court, because it can be “produced, sold, stored in 
small quantities, transmitted, and distributed in discrete 
quantities” Williams v. Duke Energy International, Inc. 
 

b. Software can fall under the purview of the Robinson-
Patman Act if the dominant nature of the transaction in 
question is the actual, physical sale of computer code, as 
opposed to selling licenses to use software (the latter 
does not fall under Robinson-Patman).  If the software is 
provided as part of an online service (certain tools 
provided to sellers on eBay), the software will likely be 
considered just part of the overall service package and, 
therefore, not a commodity (See Windsor Auctions, Inc. v. 
eBay, Inc.) 

 
5. Discrimination involving export sales is outside the scope of Act 
 
6. Burden of Proof 

 
a. Showing there is a defense, the burden shifts to the 

vendor 
 

7. Defenses  
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a. Meeting competition 
 

i. Discriminatory prices and terms are lawful when 
the vendor acts to meet an equally low price or 
extended terms of a competitor   

 
a) It is legal for vendor to lower its price or 

extend its terms if such a change was as a 
result of due diligence  
 

b) The vendor should not directly contact the 
competitors whose prices it is trying to 
ascertain 

 
ii. This defense was added because legislators 

recognized that favorable terms are often induced 
by a customer’s threat to change vendors in 
search of more favorable pricing or terms. The FTC 
has routinely stated that matching competitors’ 
prices and terms may be good business practice 

 
iii. The Supreme Court has said that the meeting the 

competition defense balances the protectionist 
aspects of the Robinson-Patman Act with the pro-
competitive purposes of antitrust laws 

 
b. Volume discounts 

 
i. Discounts for quantity purchases.  Must be 

available to all customers in like class 
 
c. Changing Conditions 

 
ii. Allows price reductions or change in terms in 

response to changing conditions affecting the 
market for particular goods 

 
iii. Examples: 

 
1) Deterioration of perishable goods 
 
2) Obsolescence of seasonal goods 
 
3) Distress sales 
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8. Enforcement of Penalties for Violation 

 
a. Individual and class action can sue for actual damages as 

well as pecuniary damages 
 

b. The Attorney General of any state may commence an 
injunction against further violations and for damages 

 
c. The Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice may 

bring an injunction against further violations 
 

d.   The Federal Trade Commission can bring a civil case for 
a violation of certain antitrust statutes 

 
D. Federal Trade Commission Act (FTCA) 

 
1. The FTCA became law in 1914 and is considered the most 

sweeping of all U.S. antitrust laws 
 

2. The Act declares unlawful any unfair methods of competition, 
and unfair or deceptive acts or practices in commerce 

 
a. Any practice that would constitute a violation of the 

Sherman, Clayton, or Robinson-Patman Acts may 
constitute an unfair method of competition and thus 
come under the purview of the FTCA 
 

b. Even if the allegedly unfair practice falls short of violating 
the other three antitrust statues, it may still be found 
unfair and in violation of the FTCA  

 
E. Civil Actions 
 

1. Customer may sue for damages 
 
  2. Class action may be brought 
 
  3. Attorney General may commence action 
 

4. Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice may bring civil 
case 

 
  5. The FTC may bring civil case 
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 F. Criminal Action 
 
  1. Antitrust Division of the Justice Department 
 
  2. State Attorney General 
 
III. Antitrust Laws and the Credit Department in the Internet Age 
 

A. Pre-Sale Investigation:  Gathering Information about the Customer, 
Including Exchange of Credit Information 
 
1. Credit Evaluation 

 
a. Trade references:  Sharing customer information with 

competitors  
 

i. Credit reference request for objective, historical 
information 

 
ii. Any agreement among credit grantors to establish 

or maintain terms (or price) is a restraint of trade 
 

iii. Forms of conduct that might evidence an 
agreement between two or more parties 

 
iv. Knowing a competitor’s credit terms may result in 

anti-competitive behavior, such as tightening up 
terms 
 

v. Don’t discuss what credit limits you are likely to 
give or any changes you may make.  Trade 
references to be made in writing 

 
vi. Online trade reference/e-mail references: watch 

for confidentiality of electronic communications  
 

vii. Acceptable questions in written trade reference 
request: 

 
1) Customer since__? 

 
2) Sold since__? 
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3) Last sale__? 
 

4) Present balance? 
 

5) High credit? 
 

6) Number of payments 30 days late (if 
any)? 

 
b. Discussion with competitors  
 

a) The closer the credit team works with competitors 
and the more financial information they 
exchange, the closer they may come to appearing 
to violate the Sherman Act 
 
1) The fewer the number of vendors in a 

particular industry, the easier it is for those 
vendors to agree on prices, bids, 
customers, etc. 

 
b) Limit to industry group meetings where 

association monitors and avoids the appearance 
of conspiring with competitors  

 
c) The credit team should make every effort to avoid 

the following discussions with competitors 
 

1) Swapping production schedules and/or 
levels of production 
 

2) Exchanging pricing lists (including credit 
terms, discounts, rebates, shipping costs, 
etc.) 
 

3) Selecting, rejecting, and terminating 
specific customer relationships 

  
2. Credit Application Terms and Conditions 

 
a. Late fees and interest apply to all customers 

 
3. Sharing Customer Payment Information with Industry Group 
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  a. Industry group meetings 
 

i. U.S. Supreme Court In re Cement Manufacturers 
Protective Association (1925) allows for industry 
group meetings and sharing of certain forms of 
customer payment information 

 
1) “The gathering and dissemination of 

information which will enable vendors to 
prevent a perpetration of fraud upon 
them, which information they are free to 
act upon or not, as they choose, cannot be 
held to be an unlawful restraint upon 
commerce, even though, in the ordinary 
course of businesses, most vendors would 
act upon information and refuse to make 
deliveries for which they were not legally 
bound” Cement Manufactures’ Protective 
Association v. United States, 268 U.S. 588, 
603-604 
 

2) A hearing of information through an 
industry group meeting concerning credit 
risks on accounts is lawful, so long as no 
restriction on future credit decisions 

 
3) Participants report to the group on 

completed transactions only 
 

4) Exchange of payment history information 
allows each member, acting 
independently, to assess credit risk 

 
5) Limit discussion to what happened in the                

past.  Future actions may not be discussed 
 

6) Information is confidential and cannot be 
used by sales 

 
7) Matters related to prices, such as 

discounts, credit terms, profit levels or 
volume of production or service may not 
be discussed 
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8) No informal meetings with competitors 
after the official meeting 

 
9) Limit discussion to the factual 

 
a) Avoid emotional (i.e. non-factual) 

comments regarding customers (i.e.  
“he’s a deadbeat”) 

 
ii. The 3rd Circuit, in Burtch v. Milberg Factors, Inc., 

dismissed Factory 2-U’s claim that its factors 
agreed to stop advancing credit to Factory 2-U 
and, in so doing, had restrained trade, leading to 
the retailer’s Chapter 11 filing 

 
4) The court found no direct evidence of 

agreement and insufficient circumstantial 
evidence, holding that the mere exchange 
of credit information does not amount to 
per se price fixing or group boycott under 
the Sherman Act 

 
5)  “At best, the Plaintiff has alleged that the 

Defendants might have reached an 
agreement to limit or decline credit to 
Factory 2–U and then acted on that 
agreement by doing just that, at 
approximately the same time as one 
another. However there is no factual detail 
in the Complaint that makes it any more 
likely that the Defendants' parallel conduct 
was the result of an unlawful agreement 
than, instead, the result of independent 
rational, and wholly lawful decisions by 
each Defendant to limit its exposure to 
Factory 2–U's deteriorating financial 
condition” Burtch v. Milberg Factors, Inc. 662 
F. 3d (3d Cir. Del. 2011) 

 
ii. On the other hand, the 5th Circuit, in In re 

Corrugated Container Antitrust Litigation,  provides 
an example of credit group activity that did 
violate the Sherman Act 
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1) In In re Container Corp, a group of 
competing corrugated container 
manufacturers were engaged in a 
reciprocal, informal exchange of price 
information, under which a company 
asked a competitor about their most 
recent price charged or quoted for a 
particular product and said competitor 
would provide the requested information 
 

2) Though there was no requirement that 
competitors participate in the exchange, 
the price exchange group constituted an 
estimated 90 percent of the corrugated 
container market and the Court ruled that 
the exchange resulted in price 
stabilization, and hence, a violation of the 
Sherman Act.  
 

3) The Court determined that despite no 
evidence of an express agreement 
amongst the competitors to maintain 
prices, the program and the resultant 
effects of the program (specifically price 
stabilization) were more than enough for 
the Court to find illegal a violation of the 
Sherman Act 

 
iii. The Controls  

 
1) The group should allow membership to all 

qualified applicants. To that end, the credit 
group can establish and publish the 
necessary qualifications 
 

2) Antitrust disclosure statement read at 
commencement of meeting 
 

3) Agenda and minutes for meeting 
 

4) Records of each account discussed 
 

5) Independent party takes minutes 
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6) Where confidential information has been 
disclosed, contact the board of directors of 
the industry group 

  
b. Internet credit exchanges  
 

i. Supervised on-line exchange of credit information 
likely to follow Cement Manufacturers’ Case  

 
  1) Watch for privacy issues  
 

ii. Informed e-mail exchanges may be viewed as 
collusive activity  

 
a) Sharing of credit information electronically 

has not changed the Cement 
Manufacturers holding 
 

b) The email audit trail has made it easier to 
track conversations and find even the most 
minute indications of antitrust violations 

 
c. Credit group reports  
 

i. Does allowing terms in credit reports lead to 
collusion?  What of days beyond terms? 

 
ii. Does coding the reporting company allow terms 

to be included, as the report is blind?  
 
iii. Key information: How well did customer comply 

with terms, regardless of what they are?  
 
iv. Pay variance reports: How well customer pays 

according to terms  
 

  3. The Risk in Exchanging Credit Information 
    

a. Anything a credit or sales team member emails to a 
competitor may eventually be used in a criminal or civil 
lawsuit against that member and their company 
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i. Therefore, it is inadvisable to participate in informal 
conversations with competitors regarding their 
pricing terms and payment practices 

 
B.  Denying the Applicant’s Request for Credit 
 

1. Any agreement among credit grantors to refuse to extend credit 
is a restraint of trade under the Sherman Act 

 
 2.   ECOA notification 
 

a.  Discriminate against an applicant - means to treat an 
applicant less favorably than other applicants 

 
b.  Prohibited basis 
 
c. Adverse Action 

 
i. Refusal to grant credit in substantially the amount 

or on substantially the terms requested - unless 
credit grantor makes a counteroffer and the 
applicant accepts 

 
ii. Termination of an account 

 
iii. Refusal to increase the amount of credit available 

 
d.   Credit Team’s Notification of Adverse Action 
 

i. Must provide notice of action to the applicant 
within 30 days after receipt of application 

 
ii. If “adverse action” is taken, notice is to be 

provided that applicant may request reasons for 
the adverse action in writing within 60 days of 
such action   
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e. Applicant’s Response 
 

iv. Common reasons for adverse action: 
 

1) Insufficient cash flow 
 

2) Unprofitable  
 

3) NSF checks  
 

4) Incomplete credit application 
 

5) Judgments Vendor  
 

6) Too leveraged 
 

f. Credit Team’s Reply 
 

i. 30 days to provide statement of reasons for 
adverse action 

 
C. Refusing to Sell to a Customer 
 

1. The purpose of the Sherman Act is not to deprive a vendor of its 
ability to choose its own customers, only to guarantee that such 
decisions are made unilaterally and not as part of an agreement 
between competitors to refuse sales to a disfavored customer 

 
2. Vendor may refuse to sell a customer provided that the decision 

is made unilaterally 
 

3. Any agreement among credit grantors to refuse to sell is a 
restraint of trade under the Sherman Act 

 
D. Setting Price and Credit Terms  
 

1. Price discrimination applies to credit team as credit terms are a 
part of pricing 

 
a. Prohibits kickbacks and certain price concessions hidden 

as special fees 
 

b. With customized goods, as there is only one customer, 
there is an exception to pricing and terms 
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c.  A price and terms difference is generally permitted if it is 

justified by factors such as costs, volume or delivery 
schedule 

 
d. Customer can change its class based on how much 

product purchased.  The customer must be given the 
same price given other customer in that class of trade 

 
e.    Vendor that lists one price for a widget, may violate the 

Act by providing a discount off the list price to some but 
not all customers 
 

f. Vendor may charge different prices and extended terms 
as a result of conditions not within vendor’s control, such 
as distressed sales or dissolution of business 

 
g. Differences in price and terms can only occur when the 

price and terms difference results from differentials in the 
cost of manufacture, sale or delivery 

 
h. Differences in price to reflect the changing conditions 

affecting the market are acceptable 
 
i. No competitor price lists should be held without notes of 

origin of information 
 

2. Setting terms and trade concessions 
  
  a. Preferred terms  
   

i. As the Court held in Cemar, Inc. v. Nissan Motor 
Corp., requiring one dealer to pay COD while 
granting another dealer credit terms may be price 
discrimination under the Robinson-Patman Act 
 

ii. Granting discriminatory credit terms to similar 
customers constitute discriminatory pricing under 
the Robinson-Patman Act 
 

iii. Meeting the competition exception 
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iv. Section 2(f) of the Robinson-Patman Act imposes 
a liability on favored purchasers when they 
knowingly induce or receive discriminatory price. 

 
(1) To prevail, the plaintiff  must prove that 

favored purchaser knew it paid lower 
prices than competitors and that the 
defendant purchaser knew that the seller 
would have little likelihood of a defense for 
offering that price See Automatic Canteen 
Co. of America v. Federal Trade Commission 
346 U.S. 61 (1953) 
 

(2) The mere presence of preferred terms is 
not enough to constitute a violation of 
Section 2(f). In Gorlick Distribution Centers, 
LLC v Car Sound Exhaust System, Inc., two 
customers (Gorlick and Allied) purchased 
parts from Car Sound, while only Allied 
paid prices below Car Sound’s published 
schedule of prices and received free 
shipping to the Pacific Northwest (in 
exchange for promotional services it 
provided to Car Sound). The 9th Circuit 
dismissed Gorlick’s Robinson-Patman claim 
because it found no evidence that the 
defendant knowingly received an unlawful 
price. 

 
b. Quantity volume discounts 
 

v. Allowed by the Robinson-Patman Act 
 

vi. Under this type of discount, a vendor will offer a 
discounted per-item price on product to a 
customer that reaches a certain level of purchases. 
These discounts can range in complexity and cost-
saving; some offer a set discount for passing a set 
threshold, while others offer a progressive 
discount that increases as the quantity of 
purchases increases. 

 
vii. In Anti-Monopoly, Inc. v. Hasbro, Inc., the Court held 

that “absent predatory pricing, an antirust plaintiff 
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cannot complain that its competitor’s prices are 
too low.” 

 
b. Promotional allowances 

 
i. If not made to all may be discriminatory 

 
ii. It is relatively common practice for customer to 

deduct from the vendor’s original invoice price 
the amount of advertising allowance that the 
customer believes it is entitled to receive. 

 
(1) If a vendor allows a particular customer to 

deduct too much from the invoice price, 
then the vendor has unlawfully 
discriminated in favor of that customer 

  
d. Prompt pay discounts 
 

i. Impact where customer takes prompt pay 
discount and payment is late  

 
e. Shipping discounts 
 

i. As the Court held in Rose Confections v. Ambrosia 
Chocolate Company, granting one customer free 
freight while charging freight costs to another is 
discriminatory 

 
ii. Charging one price of goods “delivered” and 

charging the same price for goods “delivered f.o.b. 
terminal” is discriminatory 

 
f. Production limits 

 
i. Competitors cannot agree to keep production in 

line with demand 
 
  g. Credit enhancements 
 

h. Customer attempts to set terms, including vendor 
agreements  
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i.  Allowing some customers to arbitrarily set your 
terms is form of discrimination  

 
 3. Forms of payment 
 
  a. Credit cards 
 
E. Credit Term Changes and Price Changes 
 

1. Just as companies are allowed to refuse to deal with certain 
customers (if unilateral), so too are companies allowed to alter 
credit terms with certain customers so long as such change: 

  
c. Is based upon the customer’s creditworthiness; 

 
d. Is not intended to give the customer a competitive 

advantage; and 
 

e. Is decided upon unilaterally (rather than agreed upon by 
a set of competitors targeting a particular customer) 

 
2. Consider this example: 

 
a. A customer experiences an unexpected event that results 

in a cash flow problem. It is legal to allow the customer 
extra time to pay and there is no need to offer the same 
payment terms to the customer’s competitors  

 
2.    Goods out-of-date 
 
3. Liquidating inventory 
 

 F. Credit Hold  
 

1. Vendor e-mails competitors or trade groups members if holding 
orders, and based on responses of credit hold, vendor does the 
same  

 
 G. Terminating Credit 

 
H. Post-Credit Sale  
 
 1. Antitrust laws govern post-sale that affects price and terms 
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 2. Delinquent account 
 

a. Must charge all customers the same rate on past-due 
invoices   

 
b. If late charges are waived for one customer, late charges 

to be waived for all 
 
c. If 30 day extension is granted, the same extension must 

be given to other customers within the class 
 
d. It is lawful to discuss an account which is delinquent or has 

been delinquent, provided that: 
 

i. Information is limited to past and completed 
transactions 

  
3. Individual collection action 

 
 4. Collective creditor action  
 
  a. Out-of-court workouts 
 

i. Coordinated group activity measured by rule of 
reason 

 
ii. Where customer fails to pay both vendors, who 

are competitors, vendors cannot agree to place 
the customer on credit hold 

 
b. Antitrust laws address action designed to force 

competitors out of the marketplace—not debt collection 
 

i. The Sherman Act is not violated when debtors act 
collaboratively to collect preexisting debts.  
CompuCredit Holdings Corp. v. Akanthos Capital 
Mgmt., 661 F.3d 1312 (11th Cir. Ga. 2012) 
 
(1) In 2005, Compucredit issued two series of 

long-term convertible promissory notes 
(the first payable in 2025 and the second 
payable in 2035). Notes were originally 
issued in private placement, but were then 
traded on the secondary market 
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(2) In December 2009, CompuCredit 

announced that it was planning to issue a 
dividend of $25 million to stockholders 

 
(3) In response to the dividend 

announcement, certain holders of 
CompuCredit Holding’s convertible senior 
notes (representing 70% of the notes 
issued in 2005) filed suit against 
CompuCredit under the UFTA, alleging 
that CompuCredit was insolvent on a pro 
forma basis 

 
(4) When the court did not find CompuCredit 

to be insolvent, the company offered to 
repurchase 11% of the outstanding 2025 
notes and 10% of the 2035 notes at or 
above market value (50% and 35% of face 
value, respectively) 

 
(5) Defendants continued to allege insolvency 

(writing to CompuCredit’s auditor, the SEC, 
and the indenture trustee). On March 8, 
2010, the note holders issued a collective 
demand that CompuCredit repurchase the 
notes at par value (i.e. an estimated 53.5% 
for 2025 notes and 37% for 2035 notes) 

 
(6) CompuCredit refused and brought suit 

against the note holders, alleging that they 
conspired to boycott tender offer. 

 
(7) The court held that the note holder’s 

attempt to reject the market value offer 
and seek full par value was not the same as 
a boycott intended to raise future prices 
(i.e. was not a violation of the Sherman 
Act). 

 
ii. “Competition comes at the time loans are made; 

cooperation in an effort to collect as much as 
possible of the amounts due under competitively 
determined contracts is not the sort of activity 
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with which the antitrust laws are concerned.”  
United Airlines v. U.S. Bank, N.A., 406 F. 3d 918, 921 
(7th Cir. 2005). 

 
c. Involuntary bankruptcy petition 

 
i. Creditors act in good faith to protect their 

interests 
 

ii. Each petitioning creditor makes independent 
credit decision 
 

iii. Intent is not anti-competitive, but a lawful 
purpose of collecting debt  

 
iv. May be argued by debtor as a group boycott 

 
v. Trade group meeting should not discuss filing an 

involuntary petition 
 
vi. Collective creditor action 

 
(1) Joint activity by creditors facing a debtor is 

not harmful to consumers, because "by 
reducing both losses to creditors and the 
transaction costs resulting from 
bankruptcy, such activity reduces the costs 
of borrowing and the costs of doing 
business, all of which is to the consumer's 
advantage."  Sharon Steel Corp. v. Chase 
Manhattan Bank, N.A., 691 F.2d 1039, 1052 
(2d Cir. 1982).  

 
IV. The Credit File 
 

A. Price lists which state that prices are only a recommendation 
 
B. Records supporting canceling customer credit 
 
C. Credit information that was used to deny credit or limit terms 
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Trade Reference Request 
 
 Date:  
 
To:[name & address of company providing trade reference]  
 
 
 
Re:[name of prospective customer]  
 
 
Dear Madam/Sir:  
 
The above referenced person has applied for credit with our company and has listed 
you as a trade reference. Would you please offer us the benefit of your experience and 
provide us with the below requested information: 
  
Customer Name:           
 
Sold Since:            
 
Last Sale:            
 
Present Balance:           
 
High Credit:          ___   
 
Number of payments more than 30 days late (if any):       
 
Other information that we should consider:       

            

            

             

 
Any information you provide will be held confidential. For your convenience, a 
stamped return envelope has been enclosed. 
  
 
Sincerely,  
 
______________________ 
 [Title] 
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Meet the Competition Form 
 
 
 
[Customer’s Letterhead] 
 
 
 
 
Dear [Vendor (your company)],  
  
 
  This letter confirms that [Competitor] has offered us a sales arrangement 
which includes the following terms: 
 

Product/Service involved:______________________________________ 
 

Terms of payment:____________________________________________ 
 

Date of offer:________________________________________________ 
 

Quantity of product/service involved:_____________________________ 
 
 

This information is provided to allow [Vendor] to meet the offer of 
[Competitor]. 

 
 

Sincerely, 
 
 

[Customer] 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

*Thanks to Credit Today Downloads; www.CreditToday.net* 
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1. New account setup and account review: 

trade reference requests should be in 

writing and include: customer since; last 

sale; present balance; high credit; and 

days beyond terms. 

2. Limit customer credit information 

discussion to monitored industry group 

meetings. The information from these 

meetings is confidential and not shared 

with the sales team. 

3. Limit discussion of credit information to 

factual, past transactions. 

4. Do not agree with competitor or industry 

group member to set or refuse terms. 

5. Do not suggest to a customer or class of 

customers that they are getting special 

treatment. 

6. Mind electronic communications with the 

sales team, industry group members and 

competitors, as they create an audit trail. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
7. Classify customers according to: function 

(wholesaler; retailer), product (grade and 

quality) and geographic location. 

Similarly-classed customers receive 

comparable pricing, terms and 

promotional allowances. 

8. Do not make a terms exception, unless an 

RPA exception is met: meet the 

competition, economies of scale, 

customized goods, changing conditions 

(i.e. obsolescence or perishable goods) or 

deteriorating financial condition. 

9. Refusing to extend credit terms should be 

based on an independent credit evaluation. 

The decision should not be based on 

agreement with a competitor or industry 

group member. 

10. When a customer unilaterally pushes back 

on terms, do not agree to extended terms 

unless one of the RPA exceptions is met. 

Do not agree with a competitor or an 

industry group member to keep the 

customer on normal terms. 
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Credit Terms Pushback Anti-Trust Laws The Antitrust 
Laws as a Vendor’s 

Response to a 
Customer’s Terms 

Pushback Strategy
By Scott Blakeley, Esq.

Blakeley & Blakeley LLP

When assessing a customer’s ability to pay on terms, 
the credit team relies on a number of sources, 

including a complex scoring model, financial, bank and trade 
references, internet searches and social media. Despite 
the increasingly thorough and detailed credit evaluation 
process, since the credit crunch of 2008, vendors across 
the country have seen their customers disregard the credit 
team’s evaluation and unilaterally extend these terms 
to better fit their working capital and cash flow needs. 
According to Sageworks’ 2013 Private Company Report, 
private U.S. companies reported a 7.4 day increase in 
their average accounts receivable days (37.9 days to 
45.3 days) in the last year alone. With this term pushback 
strategy (TPS) being employed by financially-sound and 
financially-strained customers alike, the “new normal” for 
the credit team appears to be customers dictating credit 
terms to vendors. While pushing back on terms presents 
customers a less-expensive financing option and improves 
their working capital (as well as a best practice according 
to the customer’s finance team), the TPS negatively affects 
a vendor’s DSO and cash flow. How can vendors keep the 
customers within terms in the face of a customer’s TPS? 
Can the federal antitrust law, the Robinson-Patman Act 
(RPA), be used as leverage against a TPS?

The RPA amended Section 2 of the Clayton Act and, among 
other things, makes it illegal for vendors to extend more 
favorable prices and/or terms to one customer without 
extending comparable prices and terms to all similarly-
situated customers. The RPA has historically been applied 
to small vendors who grant discriminatory prices and 
terms to customers in hopes of receiving orders over 
larger competitors. The RPA bars discriminatory pricing 
and extended terms (as well as vendor concessions such 
as credits, rebates, promotional allowances and early 
pay discounts) amongst like, competing customers. If two 
customers meet the following factors, they may fall under 
the purview of the RPA’s like-customer evaluation:

The customer’s functional level (Wholesaler? Retailer?);1. 
The type of product the customer purchases (i.e., grade  2. 
and quality);
The quantity of that product the customer purchases; and3. 

The geographic region in which the customer does 4. 
business (the respective customer’s sales territories 
must overlap).

However, if two customers do not directly compete, then the 
vendor does not violate RPA by offering a customer more 
favorable pricing and terms.
 
How may the vendor use the RPA so they themselves 
push back from the customer’s TPS? If another customer 
occupies the same like-class of RPA factors above, the 
vendor may use the RPA to push back on the customer’s 
TPS. The credit team may respond to the customer’s TPS 
with: “We would like to accommodate extended terms, but 
the RPA prevents us. You are classed with customers who 
are granted normal terms.” The credit team’s response 
to the customer’s TPS attempts to bridge the gap of the 
customer’s strategy to improve its cash flow to the detriment 
of the vendor’s DSO. The vendor may underscore to the 
customer that, under the RPA, allowing a customer to set 
extended terms (or other vendor concessions) is no different 
than the vendor setting extended terms as to compliance 
with the like-class rule. The vendor does not have a catch-
all defense to the RPA that the customer is dictating the 
terms of sale, and therefore should be excluded from 
compliance with the like-class rule. Rather, the focus of 
compliance with the RPA’s like-customer rule is whether 
the customer received discriminatory pricing or terms; the 
rule applies regardless of which party set the terms or 
prices. The extended terms are still the terms of the trade 
relationship, and if they differ from the terms extended 
to another similarly-situated customer, the vendor has 
discriminated in favor of the customer setting terms.
 
It should be noted that RPA restrictions may not be 
invoked by all vendors in the face of a TPS. The RPA only 
covers commodities—not services. For the purposes of 
RPA, the following are not considered commodities: real 
property, brokerage services, newspaper advertising, 
cable television, long distance and cellular telephone 
service. Likewise, the RPA only covers actual purchases; 
it does not cover price quotes or offers to sell. The sales 
in question must cross state lines in order to fall under the 
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purview of RPA. Export sales are also outside the scope of 
the RPA.

Consider a different setting with evaluating RPA’s like-
customer rule and TPS: the customer requests extended 
terms based on the vendor’s competitor offering more 
favorable terms. The customer is attempting to use the 
vendor’s competitor’s extended terms offer to force the 
vendor to concede like terms, or lose the business. In this 
setting, the vendor may have no choice but to concede the 
extended terms if it wishes to keep that customer’s business. 
The drafters of the RPA crafted the meet-the-competition 
concession because vendors often offer favorable terms in 
response to a customer’s threat to change vendors in an 
effort to obtain more favorable pricing or terms (as set forth 
above). Thus, discriminatory prices and terms are lawful 
provided the vendor is acting to meet the lower price or 
extended terms of its competitor. According to the Supreme 
Court, the meeting-the-competition exception balances the 
protectionist aspects of the RPA with the pro-competitive 
purposes of antitrust laws. 

If the customer pushes back on price or terms in response 
to one of the vendor’s competitors offering lower prices 
or extended terms, the customer may nullify the vendor’s 
RPA-based argument against extended terms. Having said 
that, the vendor is under no legal obligation to meet the 
competition, and can decline to provide extended terms, 
but risk losing the customer to a competitor. The credit 
team’s best practice when faced with a customer’s meet-
the-competition demand is to have the customer pledge 

that they have received more 
favorable terms or pricing from 
a competitor. The customer’s 
pledge should disclose the 
competitor’s product(s) being 
purchased and the terms being 
offered. If the customer has a 
better offer from a competitor, 
then the customer should be 
willing to make the competition 
pledge. If the customer refuses 
to do so, it may be a red flag 
that the customer does not, in 
fact, have a competitor’s better 
offer. If so, the vendor may then 
use the like-customer rule and advise that the RPA does not 
permit discriminatory pricing or terms. The RPA provides that 
the vendor meet a good faith requirement to justify meeting 
the competition. If the customer is unwilling to make the 
competition pledge, yet still insists the vendor make price 
and terms concessions, then it may be questioned whether 
the vendor meets the good faith requirement of meeting the 
competition concession. If, on the other hand, the customer 
does make the competition pledge and the vendor decides to 
meet its competitor’s terms, then the credit team keeps the 
pledge in its credit file to support the newly-extended terms.

Scott Blakeley is a principal with Blakeley & Blakeley LLP, 
where he practices creditors’ rights and bankruptcy. His 
e-mail is seb@blakeleyllp.com. 

Attorney Scott Blakeley

http://www.abc-amega.com/PPC/ReceivableCollections


Terms Pushback Strategy (TPS) Meets 
the Robinson-Patman Act (RPA): Does 

Granting Extended Terms for One 
Customer Mean Granting Extended 

Terms for All within the Class? 
By: Scott Blakeley, Esq.  

Abstract 
Recently, I considered how vendors providing goods can use the Robinson-Patman Act to rebuff 
a customer’s request for extended terms or, alternatively, use the Act’s “Meet the Competition” 
exception to limit extended terms to just the requesting customer.  Where that article focused on 
a vendor’s response to a customer’s request for extended terms (and where the customer may or 
may not have been an indispensable account), this article focuses on a situation in which (1) a 
customer unilaterally rolls out a TPS across its entire customer base, (2) no RPA exceptions are 
available, and (3) the vendor cannot afford to lose the customer’s business. Given this fact 
pattern, this article considers whether agreeing to the customer’s TPS requires the vendor to 
offer comparable extended terms or favorable pricing to all of its similarly-situated customers. 

A Refresher on the RPA 
Proving Competitive Injury 

There are three separate levels of discrimination actionable under the RPA (Primary Line, 
Secondary Line and Tertiary Line), but this article is geared towards resellers and is thus focused 
on Secondary Line injuries, which occur where a vendor offers more favorable pricing to certain 
customer(s) without extending comparable pricing to all competing customers. There are two 
key considerations here: (1) what is pricing under the RPA, and (2) how is competition 
established between customers 
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Pricing 
Pricing includes price and credit terms as well as vendor concessions, such as credits, rebates, 
promotional allowances and early pay discounts. The RPA is limited to the sale of tangible goods 
and does not cover services.  

Establishing Competition 
In order to establish a Secondary Line injury, a customer-plaintiff must prove that there is a 
reduction in competition, over a sustained period of time, in the marketplace where the supplier’s 
disfavored customer(s) compete with the allegedly favored customer(s). 

The RPA, however, does not expressly define what factors establish competition, instead leaving 
that determination for the courts. Courts have tended to approach each allegation of 
discriminatory pricing as a unique factual inquiry (leaving little discernable precedent), but the 
following four factors appear to be the most consistently considered: 

• The timing of the allegedly discriminatory sales (the sales must be contemporaneous 
and sustained over a period of time); 

• The customer’s functional level (wholesaler? retailer?); 
• The type of product the customer purchases (i.e. grade and quality); and 
• The geographic region in which the customer does business (the favored and the 

disfavored customers’ sales territories must overlap). 

As a best practice, suppliers should class their customers according to the above four factors. 
While courts may consider additional factors, these four provide suppliers with a reliable 
benchmark for determining their potential liability under the RPA. 

Exceptions 

The RPA provides for several exceptions. Specifically, the RPA may allow price reductions 
and/or terms changes when: 

• The pricing difference is intended, in good faith, to match the offer one of its 
competitors made to the mutual customer (Meet the Competition);  

• The pricing difference is the result of differentials in the cost of manufacture, sale 
and/or delivery (Functional Discount) ; and  

• Changing conditions affect the market for, or marketability of, the goods in question 
(Deterioration of Perishable Goods, Obsolescence of Seasonal Goods and Distress 
Sales). 

These exceptions can be powerful tools for credit teams facing a TPS request, but, for reasons 
explained below, may be unavailable in a unilateral TPS setting.     
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Penalties 

The RPA is a civil statute that may be enforced by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), states’ 
Attorney Generals and private parties (i.e. disfavored competitors).  Private plaintiffs may bring 
both individual and class action lawsuits against alleged violators, seeking injunctive relief 
(where a competitive injury may occur) as well as treble damages (where actual evidence of a 
competitive injury is proffered). 

Unilateral TPS, Multiple Competitors and RPA Compliance 
The Problems with a Unilateral TPS 

Customers do not always request extended terms. Some customers (usually large ones) may 
rollout a TPS across their entire supplier base to improve capital and increase working capital. 
Proctor & Gamble Co., for example, extended all of its vendor payment terms from 45 days to 75 
days. Unilateral TPS rollouts present two primary problems for vendors: (1) rather than a 
request, which may be a negotiation, unilateral rollouts are akin to take it or leave it, as the 
customer believes it has the trade leverage; and (2) because they are rolled out across the 
customer’s entire supplier base, rather than in response to one of the vendor’s competitors 
offering more favorable pricing, it is unlikely that the extended terms will qualify for a meet the 
competition exception. Vendors face a larger problem when the customer rolling out the 
unilateral TPS is an indispensable account. Despite the increased DSO, management and the 
sales team value the customer’s volume and product mix and deem the customer as one to keep 
notwithstanding the TPS. 

RPA Compliance 

Where the customer adopting the TPS does not directly compete with another, the vendor can 
agree to extended terms and still comply with the RPA. When that customer competes with one 
or more of the vendor’s other customers, however, then the pricing falls under the RPA. In this 
setting, if the vendor accepts the unilateral TPS, then it must consider offering extended terms to 
all directly competing customers.  Absent an RPA exception, when the vendor accepts extended 
terms from one customer, it is to offer comparable pricing to all competing customers within the 
RPA classification (whether in the form of extended terms, discounts or promotional 
allowances). 

Facing a Unilateral TPS? The Credit Team’s Response 
Step 1: Complying with the RPA via Avoidance of Competitive Injury  

As a starting point, the essence of price discrimination is that two or more competing customers 
are charged differing prices for the same commodity.  Therefore, the customer-plaintiff(s) must 
identify some commonality in the proof of competing buyers and anticompetitive effects. Thus, 
the credit team’s first step is attempting to classify its customer base. There is no RPA liability 
where the customer pushing the unilateral TPS does not directly compete with any of the 
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vendor’s other customers. Where there are multiple competitors, however, the RPA applies. 

Step 2: Finding Middle Ground via Price Increase 

Despite the general “take it or leave it” nature of unilateral TPS rollouts with solvent customers, 
vendors facing terms extensions for multiple like-classed customers should attempt to negotiate a 
price increase with the customer pushing out the unilateral TPS (while keeping the other like-
classed customers at their original price and terms). The price increase helps the vendor in two 
ways: 

• The increased price helps the vendor offset the negative effect on the TPS on its DSO 
and cash flow; and 

• The price increase keeps the extended terms customer proportionally equal to the 
other like-classed customers and does not result in any competitive injury, thereby 
complying with the RPA. The customer gets its extended terms in exchange for a 
price increase, while the vendor offsets the TPS’ negative effects and avoids multiple 
terms extensions. 

Though it remains unlikely a customer will be willing to negotiate its unilateral TPS on an 
individual-vendor-basis, this request is low risk/high reward and should be pursued by all 
vendors facing a unilateral TPS rollout. 

Step 3: Reconsidering Future Sales via Profit/Loss Evaluation 

If negotiations are unsuccessful and the unilateral TPS customer does not consent to a price 
increase, thereby forcing the vendor to offer comparable terms extensions to all like-classed 
customers, then the credit team’s next step is performing a profit and loss evaluation with each 
customer to determine how multiple terms extensions will affect the vendor’s cash flow and 
DSO. While the vendor may be able to carry the additional A/R for one customer (especially an 
important one), can it carry extended terms for multiple customers? Or does the aggregate added 
cost make keeping the crucial account cost-prohibitive? Where the cost of carrying A/R for 
multiple parties outweighs the value derived from the crucial relationship, the vendor may 
decline the extended terms. 

 

Scott Blakeley is a founding partner at Blakeley & Blakeley LLP, where he advises companies 
regarding creditors’ rights, commercial law, e-commerce and bankruptcy.  He can be reached 
at seb@blakeleyllp.com. 
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The Credit Team’s Best Practices  

with the US Federal Antitrust Laws

Consider the setting where a sales manager presents to 
the credit team an applicant requesting credit. The sales 
manager believes the applicant can be a significant 
source of revenue. The applicant is recently incorporat-
ed and the public information is limited as to the appli-
cant’s ability to pay on terms. The credit team’s new 
account evaluation may include contacting industry 
group members, competitors and suppliers to assist in 
evaluating credit risk. What kind of information can be 
shared and what are the best practices regarding the 
form of information shared? What of a customer push-
ing back on normal terms and insisting on extended 
terms. May the credit team reject the request after con-
sultation with a competitor that is also supplying the 
customer? What of the credit team reaching out to 
industry group members as to whether they have been 
approached by the customer requesting extended 
terms? What of the credit card paying customers? Is it 
legal to surcharge the interchange fee to one customer, 
while simultaneously waiving the surcharge for a like-
classed customer? This article considers the federal 
antitrust laws, the Sherman Act and the Robinson-Pat-
man Act, and how these laws may impact the credit 
team at the various stages of the credit process. 

Federal Antitrust Laws

The Sherman Act
The Sherman Act prohibits any person from contract-
ing or otherwise conspiring to monopolize or restrain 
trade. The following may constitute illegal activity 
under the Sherman Act as they relate to the credit team:

•  Agreement between competitors or credit group 
members to fix credit terms;

•  Agreement between competitors or credit group 
members to “black list,” or hold the customer to 
particular terms;

•  Agreement between competitors to secure an 
outcome in a bidding situation; and

•  Agreement between competitors to allocate 
geographic territories.

The Sherman Act is both a civil and criminal statute, 
punishable by fine and/or imprisonment. Individual 
violators may receive up to 10 years in prison and fines 
up to $1 million. Corporate fines are capped at the 
greater of $100 million dollars or double the amount 
gained by the violators/the amount lost by the victims 
as a result of the illegal activity. 

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and the Justice 
Department (USDOJ) boast an impressive prosecution 
record, having collectively won 96% of the civil and 
criminal antitrust cases brought to trial from 2003-
2012.1 If civil action is taken, price-fixers are liable for 
treble damages. Between 1990 and 2008, private suits 
over price-fixing generated roughly $33 billion in 
awards and settlements (four times more than official 
fines for price-fixing during that same period).2

The Robinson-Patman Act (RPA)
The RPA, which amended Section 2 of the Clayton Act, 
bars discriminatory pricing. Vendors may not offer 
more favorable pricing to one customer without extend-
ing comparable prices all similarly-situated customers. 
Pricing under the RPA is not limited to the price 
charged for a particular product. Instead, pricing also 
includes:

• Credit terms;
• Discounts;
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and what are the best practices regarding 
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• Rebates;
• Promotional allowances; and
• Shipping terms. 

The RPA requires that the vendor offer comparable pricing 
and terms to like-classed customers. For example, if a vendor 
lists one price for goods, and provides a discount to some, but 
not all like-customers, it may have engaged in discriminatory 
pricing. Another example is granting one customer free 
weight, while charging freight costs to another similarly-situ-
ated customer is price discrimination. A third example is 
imposing a surcharge on one credit card paying customer, 
while absorbing the surcharge for another like-classed  
customer (a favored customer). The RPA’s scope is limited to 
tangible goods sold within the United States—it covers nei-
ther services nor export sales. The following are not commod-
ities covered by the RPA: real property, brokerage services, 
newspaper advertising, cable television, and long distance and 
cellular phone services.

The RPA is a civil statute. Both individual and class action 
lawsuits can be brought against violators for actual damages 
as well as pecuniary damages. Violators are also subject to 
injunction, from either the Antitrust Division of the USDOJ 
or any state’s Attorney General. 

Pre-Sale Investigation
The pre-sale investigation of the customer’s credit informa-
tion is a key duty of the credit team. Identifying red flags in 
the credit evaluation process allows the vendor to refuse to 

sell on terms or condition the sale on credit enhancements, 
such as a personal guaranty or letter of credit, to reduce the 
credit risk. The sharing of customer credit information is gov-
erned by the Sherman Act.

Trade References
One method to gather credit information on an applicant 
requesting credit, or with an existing customer and an account 
review, is a trade reference request. Trade references, whether 
requesting or supplying, should be in writing, which may 
include email. The following are data points to consider 
including in a trade reference request:

• Customer since?
• Sold since?
• Last sale?
• Present balance?
• High credit?
• Days past terms?

Some credit teams will not provide trade references to  
non-industry group members. 
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Customer Credit Information via Industry Groups
Another step with the pre-sale investigation is to discuss the 
customer’s payment history with competitors. The credit team 
must be careful using this route to gather information, as the 
closer the vendor’s credit team works with competitors, and 
the more credit information they exchange (especially 
through email), the closer the vendor may come to violating 
the Sherman Act. The credit team should limit discussion of 
credit information with competitors to industry group and 
credit group meetings, where the hosting association moni-
tors discussions. The Supreme Court, in Cement Manufactur-
ers’ Protective Association vs. United States (1925), held that a 
company may share trade data in an industry group meeting 
so long as the following is complied with:

•  Discussion is limited to factual, completed transactions 
(participants may exchange payment history information, 
but may not discuss future actions);

•  There is no discussion of terms, profit level, volume of 
production, discounts, rebates, shipping costs, etc.;

•  There is no discussion on group acceptance, rejection, 
termination of, or refusal to sell customers (vendors may 
accept, reject, terminate or refuse to sell a customer at 
their discretion, so long as those decisions are made 
independently); and

•  The competitors do not meet informally after the  
official meeting.

Though antitrust enforcement authorities have used circum-
stantial evidence to establish an agreement between competi-
tors, the Third Circuit Court of Appeals, in Burtch v. Milberg 
Factors, Inc. (2011), recently held that the mere exchange of 
credit information does not amount to a group boycott or per 
se price fixing under the Sherman Act. Absent any hard evi-
dence of an agreement (i.e., email exchange between compet-
itors agreeing to terms), the court determined that the each of 
the defendants’ decisions to cut-off the debtor’s credit were 
unilateral decisions made in response to the debtor’s deterio-
rating financial decision.3

Customer reference exchanges and credit group meetings are 
confidential and the information gleaned from either is not to 
be shared with the sales team. The credit team carries the bur-
den that this information will be kept confidential. 

Setting Price and credit terms under the rPA

Setting Price and Credit Terms on New Accounts
One way vendors navigate pricing and terms restrictions 
under the RPA is by classifying their customer base according 
to the following factors:

•  Customer’s functional level (wholesaler? retailer?);
•  The type of product the customer purchases  

(i.e. grade and quality); and
•  The geographic region in which the customer does 

business (the respective customer’s sales territories 
overlap).

Customers classed alike are to be offered comparable pricing 
and terms. If the vendor offers a customer more favorable 
pricing or terms than others within the class, the vendor may 
have violated the RPA, absent an exception.

Changing Price and Credit Terms on Existing Accounts
Customer pricing and terms are not static. Prices and credit 
terms change in response to the market and the customer’s 
financial standing. The antitrust laws allow for pricing and 
term changes, provided: (1) based on the customer’s credit-
worthiness; (2) is not intended to give the customer a com-
petitive advantage or leave it at a disadvantage; (3) is decided 
upon unilaterally, rather than agreed to by competitors; and 
(4) does not constitute discriminatory pricing. 

Term Pushback Strategy (TPS): An Overview
Since the credit crunch of 2008, customers are disregarding 
vendor-set terms and unilaterally extending these terms to 
better fit their working capital and cash flow needs.4 In addi-
tion to the negative impact a TPS can have on a vendor’s DSO 
and cash flow, TPS may also pose antitrust compliance issues 
for vendors.

Industry Group Inquiry. The vendor should determine the 
nature of the customer’s TPS before responding to it. Know-
ing the basis of the customer’s TPS can give the vendor more 
leverage in negotiations. Is the TPS a formal terms pushback 
strategy rolled out to all of the customer’s vendors, whereby 
the customer extends DPO and retains more working capital? 
Or, is it an ad hoc terms pushback where the cash-constrained 
customer singles out certain vendors as last-resort financing 
options? Many customers may claim their TPS stretches 
across their supplier base, but this is not always the case. 
When unsure about a customer’s TPS, a vendor may turn to 
its industry group and inquire of industry group members. 
The vendor may inquire of the members whether they have 
been approached by the customer for extended terms. The 
group members’ response should not provide specific terms, 
but should instead be limited to whether or not the customer 
has requested extended terms. While industry group mem-
bers may discuss extended terms requests, the Sherman Act 
prevents group members from agreeing to reject the TPS in 
order to keep the customer within normal terms. Any rejec-
tion of a TPS must be done by each vendor independently. 
 
TPS and the Antitrust Laws. The RPA applies to discrimina-
tory pricing and terms, regardless of whether the vendor or 
the customer sets the more favorable pricing or terms. Even 
where the customer’s TPS sets the extended terms, the vendor 
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Customer reference exchanges 
and credit group meetings are 
confidential and the information 
gleaned from either is not to be 
shared with the sales team. 



may violate the RPA if it agrees to extend terms without qual-
ifying the customer for a RPA exception. 

If, however, the vendor is not willing to grant extended terms, 
the credit team may use the RPA to pushback on a customer’s 
TPS. When presented with a TPS, the vendor may underscore 
to the customer that, under the RPA, allowing a customer to 
extend the terms of a trade relationship is no different than 
the vendor granting extended terms. Further, the vendor may 

underscore that it does not bear sole liability for discrimina-
tory pricing or terms. The RPA imposes liability on favored 
customers when they knowingly induce or receive discrimi-
natory pricing or terms. By informing the customer that they 
are classed with other customers who are granted normal 
terms, the vendor may shift discriminatory pricing and terms 
liability to the customer.

Defending an Alleged RPA Violation
There are exceptions a vendor may invoke in response to an 
alleged RPA violation. One exception is “Meeting the Compe-
tition.” Consider where a customer requests extended terms 
based on the vendor’s competitor offering extended terms. 
The customer is using the competitor’s extended terms to 
force the vendor to offer like terms, or risk losing the business. 
In this setting, acquiescing to the more favorable pricing or 
terms (even if discriminatory compared to like customers) 
complies with the RPA as the vendor is acting to meet the 
lower price or extended terms of its competitor. According to 
the Supreme Court, the meeting the competition exception 
balances the protectionist aspects of the RPA with the pro-
competitive purposes of antitrust laws.5 Other defenses to 
RPA violations include:

•  Functional discount: Differences in price or terms are 
generally permitted where the differences are a result of 
differentials in the cost of manufacture, sale or delivery.

•  Changing conditions: The RPA allows for price reductions 
or term changes in response to changing conditions that 
affect the market for the goods in question. Examples 
include deterioration of perishable goods, obsolescence 
of seasonal goods and distress sales.

collecting on the delinquent Account

Individual Collection Action
Where the vendor agrees to accept payment over time on the 
past due invoices, the repayment terms are negotiable, based 

on the delinquent customer’s ability to pay, and are not subject 
to RPA terms restrictions. However, the Sherman Act applies, 
and the vendor cannot agree with competitors as to the repay-
ment terms for delinquent accounts.

Collective Creditor Action
The antitrust laws do not prohibit vendors from working 
cooperatively with competitors to collect on a mutual  
delinquent account. In United Airlines v. U.S. Bank, N.A., the 
court held that “cooperation in an effort to collect as much as 
possible of the amounts due under competitively determined 
contracts is not the sort of activity with which the antitrust 
laws are concerned.”6 Similarly, in CompuCredit Holdings v. 
Akanthos Capital Mgmt., the court upheld note holders’ right 
to reject CompuCredit’s offer to repurchase promissory notes 
and seek full value for the notes.7 However, vendors cannot 
agree with competitors to place the delinquent customer on a 
credit hold.
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even where the customer’s  
tPs sets the extended terms,  
the vendor may violate the  
rPA if it agrees to extend terms 
without qualifying the customer 
for a rPA exception. 

Antitrust LAWs And the Credit teAm
For new account setup and account review, trade reference 
requests should be in writing and include: customer since, last 
sale, present balance, high credit and days beyond terms.

1.  Limit customer credit information discussion to monitored 
industry group meetings. the information from these 
meetings is confidential and not shared with the sales team.

2.  Limit discussion of credit information to factual, past 
transactions.

3.  do not agree with competitor or credit group member to 
set or refuse terms.

4.  do not suggest to a customer or class of customers that 
they are getting special treatment.

5.  mind electronic communications with the sales team, 
industry group members and competitors, as they create  
an audit trail.

6.  Classify customers according to function (wholesaler; 
retailer), product (grade and quality) and geographic 
location. similarly-classed customers receive comparable 
pricing, terms and promotional allowances.

7.  do not make a terms exception unless an rPA exception is 
met: meet the competition, economies of scale, customized 
goods, changing conditions (i.e., obsolescence or perishable 
goods) or deteriorating financial condition.

8.  refusing to extend credit terms should be based on an 
independent credit evaluation. the decision should not  
be based on agreement with a competitor or industry  
group member.

9.  When a customer unilaterally pushes back on terms, do not 
agree to extended terms unless one of the rPA exceptions is 
met. do not agree with a competitor or a credit group 
member to keep the customer on normal terms. 



Involuntary Bankruptcy
Vendors, who may be competitors, holding past-due invoices 
from a mutual customer may file an involuntary bankruptcy 
petition, so long as vendors adhere to the following:

•  Petitioning creditors act in good faith to protect their 
interests;

•  The intention of the involuntary petition is not to force a 
customer or competitor out of business; and

•  Petitioning creditors are filing for a bona fide purpose, 
such as preserving preference actions.

While the Sherman Act does not prohibit creditors from act-
ing together to collect on a mutual delinquent account, the 

debtor may contend that the vendors’ group collection action 
is a form of group boycott (which may violate the Sherman 
Act). However, if the petitioning creditors stay within the 
parameters set out above, the filing will pass the good faith test.

email Policy
Given its convenient, immediate and inexpensive nature, 
email has become the primary means of communication for 
most credit teams. Email is used at every stage of the trade 
relationship: the vendor’s sales team negotiates with the cus-
tomer for orders; the vendor’s credit team gathers credit infor-
mation on the customer and then discusses the potential 
credit risk with sales; and dunning emails are used to collect 
delinquent accounts. Despite its benefits, email increases the 
number of ways a vendor can run afoul of the antitrust laws.

Electronic communications create an audit trail. The USDOJ, 
the FTC and the states’ attorney generals have authority to 
investigate and prosecute antitrust violations. To that end, 
these authorities can compel the production of company 
records (including electronic documents and electronic 
communications). Any communication discussing illegal 
business practices, whether intentional or stated in passing, 
can be used as evidence by prosecuting authorities. Further, 

Always made in writing 
and may include

1. Customer since;
2. Last sale;
3. Present balance;
4. High credit; and
5. Days beyond terms.

Trade References Credit/Industry Groups

Do not agree with 
competitor or credit 

group member to set 
or refuse terms.*

Limit discussion 
to the factual.*

Credit scoring:
independent evaluation.

The Pre-Sale Investigation and 
Discussion with Competitors (SA) Reducing Terms, Including Credit Hold, or 

Moving from Credit to Cash (SA & RPA)

New Account Existing Account

Terms Pushback 
Strategy (TPS)

Industry Group

Identify the 
nature of the 
TPS: formal 
or ad hoc?

Use RPA 
to resist 

customer’s 
TPS.

TPS vs. RPA

Setting Credit Terms, Price, 
Promotional Allowances, Rebates, 
Credits and Discounts (SA & RPA)

Info from these 
meetings not shared 

with sales team.*

Classify customer 
base according to: 

1. Function;
2. Product; and
3. Geographic 
     location.

Like customers to 
receive comparable 
terms and pricing.

Do not agree with 
competitor or credit 

group member to 
set or refuse terms.

Do not 
agree with 

competitor or 
industry group 

member to 
keep customer 
within normal 

terms.

Defending an Alleged 
RPA Violation

Deteriorating
Financial Condition

Exceptions

Meet the Comp.

Economies of Scale

Customized Goods

Changing Conditions

A vendor may reduce terms, or terminate 
credit, so long as the decision is:

1. Based on the customer’s creditworthiness;
2. Is decided upon unilaterally; and
3. Does not constitute discriminatory pricing.

Denying Credit to, or Refusing to Sell to, 
a Customer (ECOA & SA)

A vendor may refuse to extend credit 
or sell to a customer provided that 
the decision is made unilaterally.

Involuntary Bankruptcy Petition (SA)

Creditors may act collectively and file 
an involuntary bankruptcy petition, 
provided that:

1. Each petitioning creditor is making an 
    independent credit decision;
2. Intent is not anti-competitive; and
3. The involuntary petition standard is met.

Collective Collection Action (SA)

Lawful to discuss delinquent 
account, provided that 

information is limited to past, 
completed transactions.

Vendor cannot agree with 
competitors to place delinquent 

account on credit hold.

Repayment agreement terms 
based on ability to pay and 
excused from RPA. Do not 

agree with competitors as to 
repayment terms.

Individual Collection Action (RPA)

Collecting on the Delinquent 
Account (SA & RPA)

*These rules apply for all stages of the trade relationship.
  Throughout the trade relationship, be mindful of electronic communications, as they create an audit trail.

The Credit Team and the Antitrust Laws Flow Chart

Sherman Act: (SA)
Robinson-Patman Act: (RPA)
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While the sherman Act does not 
prohibit creditors from acting together 
to collect on a mutual delinquent 
account, the debtor may contend that 
the vendors’ group collection action  
is a form of group boycott.
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Defending an Alleged 
RPA Violation

Deteriorating
Financial Condition

Exceptions

Meet the Comp.

Economies of Scale

Customized Goods

Changing Conditions

A vendor may reduce terms, or terminate 
credit, so long as the decision is:

1. Based on the customer’s creditworthiness;
2. Is decided upon unilaterally; and
3. Does not constitute discriminatory pricing.

Denying Credit to, or Refusing to Sell to, 
a Customer (ECOA & SA)

A vendor may refuse to extend credit 
or sell to a customer provided that 
the decision is made unilaterally.

Involuntary Bankruptcy Petition (SA)

Creditors may act collectively and file 
an involuntary bankruptcy petition, 
provided that:

1. Each petitioning creditor is making an 
    independent credit decision;
2. Intent is not anti-competitive; and
3. The involuntary petition standard is met.

Collective Collection Action (SA)

Lawful to discuss delinquent 
account, provided that 

information is limited to past, 
completed transactions.

Vendor cannot agree with 
competitors to place delinquent 

account on credit hold.

Repayment agreement terms 
based on ability to pay and 
excused from RPA. Do not 

agree with competitors as to 
repayment terms.

Individual Collection Action (RPA)

Collecting on the Delinquent 
Account (SA & RPA)

*These rules apply for all stages of the trade relationship.
  Throughout the trade relationship, be mindful of electronic communications, as they create an audit trail.

The Credit Team and the Antitrust Laws Flow Chart

Sherman Act: (SA)
Robinson-Patman Act: (RPA)

emails containing sensitive company information can easily 
be sent to the wrong recipient. In a Robert Half International 
study, 78% of executives admitted to accidentally sending the 
wrong message to someone or copying someone on an email 

that the person was not to receive. When communicating 
electronically, a vendor’s credit and sales teams must avoid 
the following:

•  Overstating the significance of the company’s position in 
the market (i.e., “dominant position” or “we’re going to 
corner the market”);

•  Negatively describing the competitive activities of 
customers or competitors;

•  Suggesting that a certain customer, or class of customers, 
is getting special treatment; and

•  Suggesting collusive conduct with competitors.

A thorough company email policy can help a vendor mitigate 
some of this risk. 
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despite its benefits, email 
increases the number of ways  
a vendor can run afoul of the 
antitrust laws.




